
10 Facts about 
Brazil



General Knowledge about Brazil
• Brazil was claimed by Portugal in 1500 and became independent in 1822
• The offical language is Portuguese, being the only country in South 

America that doesn’t speak Spanish
• The name Brazil comes from a tree called Brazilwood (Pau-Brasil, in 

Portuguese)
• Brazil is the biggest country of South America, and the 5th largest 

country of the world (by land and population)
• The current population of Brazil in 2021 is 213,993,437 people
• Brazil covers 4 time zones
• The climate in majority of Brazil is tropical
• The Amazon river that runs through Brazil is the second longest river in 

the world, after the Nile
• Around 60% of the Amazon Rainforest is located in Brazil

Amazon Rainforest

600 years old Brazilwood



1- Brazil is 121 times bigger than Ireland
 Ireland is approximately 70,273 sq km, while Brazil is approximately 

8,515,770 sq km, making Brazil 12,018% larger than Ireland.

Ireland’s territory



2- Brazil’s flag meaning
 As kids we learn the green reprents the country’s nature and forests, the 

yellow reprents the gold and the blue the sky.

 But the colours can have different meanings:

Green= comes from the Coat of Arms of the House of Braganza, where the 
Emperor D. Pedro I belonged

Yellow= represents the House of Habsburg, where the Empress Maria Leopoldina
belonged, and the Coat of Arms of Portugal.

Blue= illustrates the starry night in Rio de Janeiro on the night of November 15, 
1889, when the Proclamation of the Republic took place OR the Virgin Mary, 
highlighting the country’s deep roots in the Catholic religion.

 The stars represent each of the states, the one on top represents the Federal 
District, Brasilia

 The slogan Ordem e Progresso means “Order and Progress”



3- Brasília is the Capital of Brazil

 The capital of Brazil is Brasilia, not Rio de Janeiro or São Paulo

 Although Rio de Janeiro was the capital from 1763 to 1960, and before Rio, 
Brazil also had the city of Salvador as its first capital

 Brasília was a planned city and was built between 1957 to 1960 during the 
president Juscelino Kubitschek government

 The project was developed by the urban planner Lucio Costa and the 
architect Oscar Niemeyer, and with the innovation involved, Brasilia was 
recognised as a national historical heritage site.

 Brasília layout is often compared to a bird or an airplane, or even a butterfly.



4- We speak Portuguese, but there are 
around 180 languages still present

 It’s very common the misunderstanding that Brazilians speak Spanish like the 
rest of the South America, but Portuguese is the official language

 Although it is registred around 180 other languages still spoken in the country 
in indigenous comunities

 In a census in 2010 around almost 900 thousand people declared themselves 
as indigenous in Brazil

 In the Amazon it is believed that over 100 tribes live within the jungle and 
that never had contact with outside civilization



5- Brazil is the largest grower and 
exporter of coffee

 About one third of the coffee of the world is grown in Brazil

 Brazil has high-quality and very diverse kinds of coffee

 Intense sweetness, caramel and chocolate notes, big bodies and low acidity

 The most traditional way Brazilians brew their coffee is with the filter 
method : brewing ground coffee through a filter cloth (or paper filter) and 
you just have to pour hot water (but not boiling) through a filter with ground 
coffee.



6- Brazil is the only country that has been in 
every FIFA World Cup and won 5 times

 Football is the most popular sport in Brazil.

 Brazil has won the FIFA World Cup in 1958, 1962, 1970, 1994 and 2002

 Famous Brazilian football players: Pelé, Garrincha, Zico, Romário, Ronaldo, 
Ronaldinho, Neymar.



7- Brazil has one of the new 7 wonders
 Christ, the redeemer was elected in 2007 one of the New 7 wonders of the 

world

 It is located in the city of Rio de Janeiro

 It was actually built in France in clay pieces and rebuilt in Brazil with 
reinforeced concrete. It reaches a height of 30 meters and boasts an arm span 
of 28 meters.

 Each year, around 2 million people visit the statute.

 It can be reached by the official tram, cars and vans or by a 3h hike.



8- Diverse Culture and Carnaval
 Brazil has 5 different regions, and it can be very diverse. Each region can 

have different influence from African to German

 It is a very rich country in culture, music and art.

 Carnaval is the biggest festival/party where most of the country stop to 
celebrate during 4 days before ash Wednesday, and it brings a lot of tourism 
from all over the world

Samba official Parades Carnaval Street partiesFrevo dancing 



8- Diverse culture and Carnaval

Capoeira African Brazilian culture in Bahia

2nd biggest oktoberfest in the world
Blumenau – Santa Catarina 

Brazilian Folclore – You 
can learn more watching 
Invisible City on Netflix



9- Brazilian food is very tasting
 The food can vary a lot through the country. Here is a selection below:

Feijoada – Black beans stew with pork meat Moqueca – Seafood stew
Açaí – Brazilian berry smoothie

Brazilian BBQ Brigadeiro – Chocolate truffles Caipirinha = cachaça + lime +sugar +ice



10 – Brazil’s nature is very rich

 Brazil has many species in its fauna and flora, having unique animals and 
plants

Capybara

Arara-azul (hyacinth macaw)

Guaraná plant

Amazon river dolphin
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